Hong Kong’s Dynamic InsurTech Map

Value Chain Innovations
- Product Development
  - Coherent
  - Green Safety
  - Ignatica
  - privet financial
- Sales
  - Seasonalife
  - PassKit
- Marketing
  - Quantifeed
  - Covergo
  - Fineos
  - Galileo
- Administration / Systems
  - Bits Asia
  - FinFabrik
  - Portfo
  - QUANTIFEED
  - Ést
  - ONECOIN
  - oneconnect
- Underwriting & Risk Mgt
  - Veridate
  - Soteria
  - Know Your Customer
- Analytics
  - Continuo
  - Leapstack
  - P2P & Community
  - Jedies
  - Advance

New Digital Business Models
- Ecosystems
  - bolttech
  - AsiaPay
  - TIPI
  - Aquamon
  - WeLab
  - GoLion
- Health & Wellness
  - ClaimKid
  - HealthTech
  - Prehmetics
  - MediConCen
  - HealOn
  - myDoc
  - DoctorNow
  - StartUpCare
  - CryptoBLK
- Commercial Platforms
  - Tontine Trust
  - Lee Leung & Prosper
  - companycover
  - efinity
- Direct & On Demand
  - Avo
  - OneDegree
  - Aimviva
  - Travel Club
  - ZA Insure
  - ERA
  - bowtie
  - Intact
  - Blue
  - eDirect
  - APEXCompare
  - CCW Global
  - iConvoy
- Microinsurance
  - YAS
  - Insurtech
  - 10 Life
  - MoneyHero

InsurTech Supporters
- Learning
  - Xcelerate
  - TDI Academy
- Financing
  - Horizons Ventures
  - CDH
- Hubs, Events, & Specialist Services
  - Whub
  - Green Safety
  - AsiaInsure
  - Cyberport
- Industry / Govt Bodies
  - AIA
  - HSBC
  - HKFI
  - Fintech Association of Hong Kong
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